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Data Refresh Rates from OBD-II over Bluetooth or USB 

Summary 
Manufacturers of OBD devices and their associated software may advertise rates for refresh of 
OBD PID data that can never be achieved by users in practice. The rate-limiting steps in the 
fastest Bluetooth OBD systems appear to be the software (which can not be circumvented by 
those who wish to use the OEM PIDs purchased in the system) and matching in unregulated 
features of the SPP profile used in communication between a Bluetooth OBD interface (which 
is plugged into the car OBD port) and the software (which is installed in a host / display 
computer). For example, the OBDLink MX+ system is advertised at a maximum of ~100 
PIDs/sec in Windows 10 and Android host devices, but in reality a user will be lucky to get 30 
OEM PIDs/sec; and 7-12 PIDs/sec is more common. SAE PIDs may be a little faster. This 
article lists some of the factors affecting OBD data rates, gives examples of real rates achieved, 
warns about different methods used to state refresh rates, explores the factors likely to be rate-
limiting in the process, and explains why consumers can not yet predict the rates they will 
achieve before system purchase. USB devices are an alternative for those who want faster OBD 
data refresh rates without ‘luck of the draw’ Bluetooth SPP profile matching; but there are other 
inconveniences, and data refresh rates are still typically far below those advertised.  

Introduction 
Some users of OBD data are interested in obtaining sub-second readings from multiple sensors 
in their cars. For example, a car at 100 kph travels over 27 metres per second, so it is reasonable 
for a person testing brake function to be interested in readings from multiple sensors associated 
with brake function, at frequencies far higher than once per second. A modern car bus will carry 
signals from these sensors at very short durations, to be used in the electronic control of braking. 
The OBD port is connected to the data bus that carries these signals. Can these signals from 
multiple sensors (PID readings) be logged through the OBD port at intervals below 0.1 second, 
using an OBD system ‘affordable’ to a casual user? Probably not, as shown below. 
 

It is also important to bear in mind that an OBD reader must inject requests/acknowledgements, 
and receive responses from ECUs, via a data bus in the vehicle. More requests or faster refresh 
means more work for the relevant ECU, and more traffic on the bus. This increased data traffic 
may compromise safety if the OBD reader is used while the vehicle is moving, unless both the 
OBD reader and vehicle manufacturer have designed their systems to eliminate such risk (which 
is never guaranteed). CAN bus systems (multiplexed Controller Area Network used for OBD in 
all cars since 2008) resolve conflicts based on message ID/priority. Manufacturers may use 
higher-level protocols, and assign a low priority to OBD requests, but this is rarely divulged. 
Such protocols could make it safer to use OBD while driving, at the expense of data refresh rate. 

Factors Affecting OBD Data Refresh Rates 
1.  The maximum data rate from the OBD port can not exceed the data rate of the vehicle bus to 
which it is connected. A 500 kbaud 11 bit CAN bus should be able to deliver 125 bit frames 
(PID results) at the rate of 4,000 frames per second. Designers aim to keep a bus below 30% 
load, which would still be >1,000 PIDs/sec. Older cars may have a much slower bus for OBD. 
2. A modern car may have in the order of 1,000 sensors reporting PID readings at various 
refresh rates. Most are wired directly to the most relevant ECU. This means that traffic on the 
CAN bus(es) comprises requests and responses, or timed broadcasts, of data needed by other 
ECUs. OBD data rate may also depend on ECU response time. For example, recent Toyota 
ECUs are said to issue no requests, and rely on timed supply of shared data on the car buses. 
Some PIDs are updated every 0.01 sec, others are much slower. The Toyota Hybrid Control 
ECU alone lists more than 300 PIDs. The response times to OBD requests are not specified.  
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3.  Though ISO 15765-3 and ISO 15765-4 have much on timing, it is not obvious how this 
translates into data refresh rates. 
4.  The rate at which an interface (OBD reader) can query the CAN bus and receive a reply 
through the OBD port about a specific PID is much lower than the frame rate handled by a 
modern CAN bus. Car manufacturers can add elements such as OBD gateway modules that 
limit OBD data rates or priorities. These details are rarely made public. 
5. OBD readers vary in price, quality and speed. All require software in a host computer to 
convert and display the binary data in a human-readable form. Most can read only SAE PIDs. 
User-defined ‘custom PIDs’ may be available, but these require information about addresses 
and formulae, which most current car manufacturers keep secret. 
6. The OBDLink interfaces are regarded as being among the fastest ‘affordable’ devices. They 
are sold in a system including an OBD app (based on OCTech software like OBD Fusion and 
TouchScan) and in some cases access to PIDs from some car manufacturers (OEM PIDs). 
OBDLink MX+ is advertised at ‘maximum ~100 PIDs/sec’, but in reality a user of a Bluetooth 
android or iOS host device will be lucky to get 30 OEM PIDs/sec from an MX+, and 7-12 
PIDs/sec is more common. Wired (USB) devices can be faster, BLE is typically slower. 
7.  Some OBD apps (eg OBDwiz, OBDLink, OBD Fusion, Torque Pro or Harry’s Lap Timer) 
report the rate at which they receive refreshed PIDs, while connected to the OBD interface. 
Most apps do not detail how they estimate refresh rates (but some use SAE PIDs accessed for 
background fuel rate calculations, even when the engine is off). 
8.  Gauges may have smoothing, so they are not a reliable indicator of the refresh rate being 
achieved. Instead, look at the rate data changes in a (csv file) log of selected PIDs. Be wary of 
apps that use interpolation to give the appearance of faster data refresh rates. 
9.  Every PID counts, so if you are using a dashboard or diagnostic screen with PIDs, it will 
reduce the rate at which PIDs can be refreshed in a log. Go back to the app home screen. 
10.  Only log the PIDs you really need, for fastest refresh of those PIDs. Turn off background 
fuel rate calculations etc if you do not need the PIDs they use. 
11.  Using PIDs from multiple ECUs may slow things down (though I did not see this using 2 
ECUs). If possible use a single ECU. 
12.  In OBD app settings, choose to log whenever readouts change; or use a short Sample Time. 
Also use Fast Polling and short Dwell Time (and use a reader that supports these). 
13.  The same parameter can be reported from multiple ECUs. Some apps have additional 
settings like ‘use first responding ECU for each PID’ to speed things up. From the way PIDs are 
selected, I think OBDLink only polls a single ECU for each selected PID. 
14. Some people argue that the maximum rate is limited by the speed of the device used to host 
the OBD app (typically a phone or tablet), or by the Bluetooth implementation in the host 
device. More on that later. 

Real Rates (results from repeated tests vary slightly, reflecting variation between replicates) 
 

I tried all of this (except turning off the fuel rate calculations) using OBDLink MX+ (r2.0, 
Firmware 5.7.1) and the OBDLink app (v5.31.0) with a Samsung Tab S2 tablet dedicated to 
OBD use, so nothing else using the Bluetooth and no phone or wi-fi or background apps. The 
car was a 2019 (AXAH54) RAV4 hybrid, which has an ISO 15765, 500 kbaud 11 bit CAN bus. 
When set to log every 0.05 seconds, this combination only gave updates every 0.6 - 0.8 sec from 
5 PIDs in one (brake) ECU; ie about 7 OEM PIDs/sec. Brake PIDs are high priority. The app 
reported 10-11 PIDs/sec. With 7 PIDs from 2 ECUs (Toyota brake and hybrid control) it 
updated about once per second; ie still 7 PIDs/sec. It also achieved only 7 OEM PIDs/sec using 
‘Trigger on PID frame’, which cycles as fast as the app can read the specified set of PIDs. 
 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tr-anshuman/ALKA/master/Documentation/Additional Documents/Regulation/ISO/ISO 15765-3.pdf�
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In a CAT S41 phone, when 7 OBD SAE PIDs were logged, the fastest (like ICE rpm) changed 
about every 0.3 seconds (but others like time since start changed only every 2-3 seconds). Let’s 
go with the fastest PIDs and say ~23 SAE PIDs/sec. In Torque lite on that phone, the fastest 
SAE PIDs also changed about every 0.3 seconds. 
 

This was far below the rate advertised for the MX+ system, so I checked what the apps reported 
when not logging: 
• OBDLink on a Samsung Tab S2 tablet (Android 6→7, 1.4-1.8 GHz octa-core, 3 GB 

LPDDR3 933MHz 2 ch RAM, BT4.1) dedicated to OBD use, with only MX+ connected:  
reported 13-15 PIDs/sec (apparently from SAE PIDs used in the fuel rate calculation). 

• OBDLink on a CAT S41 phone (Android 7→8, 1.6-2.3 GHz octa-core, 3 GB LPDDR3 
933MHz 1 ch RAM, BT4.1) with wi-fi disabled, and only MX+ connected: reported 16 
PIDs/sec. This rose to 18 PIDs/sec with phone off (flight mode + BT). 

• OBDwiz on a HP Pro-book running Win10 Pro 64 bit (Ver 21H2 Build 19044.2130) set to 
maximum performance with no wi-fi, no other programs running, and only MX+ connected: 
reported 17.6 PIDs/sec. (This program seems unstable. Clicking “Disconnect” and then 
“Connect” always shows ~17 PIDs/sec, but if OBDWiz drops connection to MX+ and the 
dialog to reconnect is accepted, it shows 90-125 PIDs/sec. If the computer sleeps, when it 
awakes OBDWiz may show 2000 PIDs/sec!) 

• OBDLink software will not talk to other branded dongles, so I tried Torque Pro on my CAT 
S41. The rate for MX+ varied between connections, averaging from 22-42 PIDs/sec whereas 
Panlong (a generic cheapie) averaged 27 PIDs/sec. That's right, the generic cheapie was 
sometimes faster than MX+! 

What About Those Specs? 
 

The MX+ was released in November 2018, adding iOS compatibility to the MX Bluetooth 
which was available from at least 2014, with description and specs unchanged since 2016. MX+ 
uses Bluetooth (BT) 3.0, and is clearly advertised for (and predominantly sold to) car drivers. 
For example, the advertisements highlight “legislated OBD-II protocols” “vehicle coverage”, 
“your vehicle’s battery”, and “PIDs/sec” (not bits or bytes, but PIDs). We are never told what 
vehicles, software and host devices were used to validate the (PC and Android) rate claims first 
advertised in 2014-2016. But OBDLink (when pressed) acknowledges that the advertised 
“MAXIMUM PARAMETER ID (PID) RATE of ~100 PIDs/second for PC & Android” was 
obtained using an “ECU simulator”, and does not reflect the rate that customers will experience. 
 

In any linear process, one step is rate-limiting. Sure, another step may be almost as slow, but if 
we can identify the slowest steps (one-by-one) we can aim to make them faster, or give up and 
declare an honest speed for the process. Yes, OBD devices do some things in parallel (like read 
data from the car and transmit converted data over Bluetooth), but under typical conditions one 
of these process streams is rate-limiting. OBDLink MX+ (STN2255, Rev J board) includes an 
STN2120-like OBD interpreter in a modified dsPIC33EP512GM604 DSP including UART 
from Microchip Technology, and a BT33LT-G Bluetooth module from Amp’ed RF Technology. 
 

BT3.0 with optional HS can reach 24 million bytes per second (Mbps) and should achieve at 
least 2 Mbps to meet the BT3.0 EDR specification; but the BT33LT-G module, as implemented 
in MX+,  has data throughput up to 200 kbps. Much slower than most users might guess (<  
BT1.2) but even allowing for overheads and packet retransmission caused by spectrum noise, 
this is probably not limiting much below noise levels sufficient to trigger BT connection failures. 
 

OBDwiz reports MX+ as an 115,200 baud device. I interpret this as the MX+ UART transmit 
speed; with a single transmit channel it equals 115,200 bps. It does not matter that the CAN bus 
at 500 kbaud and the BT module at 200 kbps are capable of higher speeds, the UART will be 
rate-limiting. But at 125 bits / PID frame, 115.2 kbps allows 921 PIDs/sec (less overheads).  

https://web.archive.org/web/20150128160451/http:/www.obdlink.com:80/mxbt/�
https://web.archive.org/web/20160823034228/http:/www.obdlink.com:80/mxbt�
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https://www.microchip.com/en-us/product/dsPIC33EP512GM604#document-table�
https://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/70000582e.pdf�
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http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/Appnotes/00002244A.pdf�
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https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/552918/how-can-you-calculate-the-effective-transfer-rate-of-canbus�
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The ELM327 manual (p 74) seems to indicate that using an 11/500 CAN bus and 115.2 kbps 
RS232 modem should result in a total (request, receipt, processing and transmission) message 
time of less than 5 ms; ie 200 PIDs/sec. OBDLink says that STN is faster, so the MX+ hardware 
should not be rate-limiting. But OBD interface manufacturers tend to set slooow speeds in 
hardware and firmware, and reinforce these in software, so the devices will be suitable for the 
slowest supported vehicle protocol. Could these settings be rate-limiting in use with a fast bus 
and computer? Probably. See the figure below. 

 
It can be dangerous to shorten timeouts, because the vehicle bus may expect a response to a 
frame that is never received. Then it may resend such frames and (if multiple PIDs are involved) 
eventually overload the bus. This might not be so bad when parked, but it is obviously to be 
avoided when driving. And some PID responses need several frames (VIN numbers are so long 
they need 4 CAN frames, more in older protocols). Nevertheless, CAN systems tend to be quite 
robust, with several error detecting methods. And OBDLink devices use some extra commands 
like STCTOR with default timeouts for fc and cf, which implies that they are smart enough to 
use the PCI byte in CAN responses to know if there are multiple frames. ATE0, ATS0, ATH0, 
ATL0 and ATAT2 did not improve OBDLink (probably used by default). As an experiment I 
added the command STPTO 8 to Interface Initialization for MX+. This made a big difference: 
 

  Raw OBD SAE Data Refresh Rates Achieved Using the OBDLink MX+ System 
 

 OBDLink in Android 7-8 OBDwiz in Win10 
Initialization None STPTO 8 None STPTO 8 

Trigger 0.05 sec PID Frame 0.05 sec PID Frame 0.05 sec PID Frame 0.05 sec PID Frame
5 SAE PIDs 15 

PIDs/sec
18 

PIDs/sec 
26 

PIDs/sec
30 

PIDs/sec 
NT 16 

PIDs/sec 
NT 28  

PIDs/sec 
ICE rpm only 11 Hz 15 Hz ≥20 Hz 24 Hz NT 13 Hz NT 22 Hz 

Rates were determined using an AXAH54 RAV4 with 11/500 CAN bus, high-priority SAE PIDs, 
OBDLink MX+, current versions of OBDLink software with Fuel Calculation off, Dashboard off; 
and OBD-dedicated computers (no phone, wi-fi, background programs, power-saving, 
competing Bluetooth etc). 
Rates were determined from log files after allowing adaptive timeouts to settle.  
Initialization commands like STPTO are highly experimental and may be dangerous to use 
without advice from OBDLink. 
 
The dashboard gauges worked as usual, but I have not tried it out of Park. STPTO8 seems 
counter-productive with OEM PIDs, but STPTO15 increased the Tab S2 logging rate for five 
OEM braking PIDs from ~9 to ~14 PIDs/sec and the OBDLink app reported ~24 PIDs/sec with 
no logging. Clearly this factor in software can be rate-limiting, but it may be unwise to alter it. 

https://www.elmelectronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ELM327DS.pdf�
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https://copperhilltech.com/blog/controller-area-network-can-bus-error-detection-and-fault-confinement/�
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What About OBD Software? 
 

Different editions of Harry’s Lap Timer are reported to give 65-120 Hz (single PID) rates from 
MX Bluetooth with data supplied from the same “ECU simulator”. It is useful to read the 
Engine Data document from this developer for a better understanding of different ways of 
expressing PID rates, and ways of optimising OBD software. Some OBD apps allow users to 
assign PID request priority. Unless a higher-layer protocol has other priority measures, this may 
increase the danger of overloading the vehicle bus with multiple data requests while driving. 
 

OBD programs (apps) also differ in their (usually unspecified and sometimes dubious) refresh 
rate calculation methods, so their results may not be comparable. ‘Maximum rate’ is a nonsense, 
but logs allow calculation of a meaningful ‘average rate’. Developers will generally not reveal 
whether their software exploits known methods to increase OBD data refresh rates, eg: 
1. Use CAN capability to receive multiple requests, and so handle some PIDs in parallel. 
2. Use the CAN PCI byte with STCTOR to avoid waiting for time-out after the final frame. 
3. Use physical addressing to all ECUs (including all OEM PIDs). 
4. Use an adaptive time-out algorithm that achieves much better performance than ELM’s. 
 

As users we do not know. Unless the software exploits all available techniques to maximize 
OBD data throughput, it is irrelevant to specify a rate at which an OBD reader alone can process 
data from a ‘simulator’. Manufacturers are arguably at fault for slow defaults that apply even 
under fast bus protocols. The ELM327 command protocol for OBD-RS232 interfaces (which 
was introduced in 2005 and is maintained for compatibility) and the RS232 standard (which 
specifies <20 kbps) were not designed to achieve high rates. But some modern RS232 chips 
deliver 250 kbps, and shortcomings can be reduced by software. No mater how fast are the car 
bus, the OBD reader and the display computer, we can only see data refreshed at the rate of the 
slowest link, which in the OBDLink MX+ system is evidently the software (including its SPP 
implementation - see below). The OBDLink app has a good interface, it is safe and stable, it is 
the only app compatible with the terrific OEM data access bought with the MX+; but it is slow. 
 

I tried (in CAT S41) the Buddy version of HLT, which polled 156 SAE PIDs in 18 requests. It 
reported up to 46 Hz raw (≈ PIDs/sec) / 13 Hz Gross or Net (≈ Full Channel Sets / sec) with 
MX+, but it seemed unstable and dropped to 23 / 6 Hz or lower for a long period during the 
session. Instability and inability to use OEM PIDs are useless for some purposes; but just 
considering raw refresh rates for a moment, and taken with results from Torque Pro and 
OBDLink given above, it is clear that software (including SPP implementation) is rate-limiting. 
 
What About the Host Device (Display Computer)? 
 

Prsnikt on the OBDLink forum reports >45 PIDs/sec from MX+ in OBDLink on SonyZ and 
Nokia6 Androids and a Benz. Another source using a Samsung Galaxy Tab A or iPad Air with 
OBD Fusion and an Infiniti 2011 G37 reported 42 PIDs/sec from MX+. Faster than I have seen, 
but there are too many variables to be sure of the cause. Perhaps gateway modules between the 
CAN bus and the OBD port slow the data rate in some car models. That is the problem with 
secret systems - the purchasers cannot know and manufacturers blame each other with impunity.  
 

I don’t think that Android host device CPU speed and RAM are likely to be limiting for several 
reasons: Firstly, I used the Simple System Monitor app to look at these factors before and 
during OBDLink app operation in my Samsung Tab S2. CPU usage did not change from ~20% 
(with few ‘over load’ conditions), the OBDLink app used only ~130-170 MB RAM when idle 
or logging, and total RAM usage with all system overheads remained below 50%.  
 

As a further test of the “get a faster phone” hypothesis, I tested the OBDLink MX+ system in an 
OPPO A74 5G (Android 11, 1.8-2.0 GHz octa-core, 6+2 GB LPDDR4X 2133MHz 2 ch RAM, 
BT5.1). Dedicated to OBD use, it behaved like the Android 7-8 systems tested above (~15 SAE 
PIDs/sec with no initialization, fuel calculation off, logging triggered by PID change).  

http://forum.gps-laptimer.de/viewtopic.php?f=39&t=2009�
http://downloads.gps-laptimer.de/LapTimerDocumentation - Engine Data and Developer Program.pdf�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAN_bus�
https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/398622/can-bus-priority-collision�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232�
https://www.analog.com/en/technical-articles/fundamentals-of-rs232-serial-communications.html�
https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?topic=17131.0�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2zrz7ofFFw&t=216s�
https://www.microchip.com/forums/m481814.aspx?tree=true�
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STN PIDs/sec vs Geekbench5 Multi-Core
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Moreover, rates of 65-120 Hz from MX Bluetooth were achieved using various editions of HLT 
in a humble Nexus 4 (Android 5, 1.5 GHz quad-core 32-bit, 2GB LPDDR2 533 MHz 2 ch 
RAM, BT4) and a CAN 11/500 “ECU simulator” from OBDLink. 
 
Results are sometimes posted showing different rates in different phones, but we are rarely 
given enough information to know if they are relevant to real-world usage. For example, 
OBDLink posted results “done with an ECU simulator that is much faster than any vehicle we 
have ever seen, using the standard OBD-II request/response format” whatever that is. 
 
They were asked: 

1. Is BT33 Bluetooth (BT3)? What is 24H?  
2. What was the bus / ECU protocol? 
3. Were the rates measured in the OBDLink app? 
4. What PIDS were used (SAE? OEM?) 
5. Were these average raw PIDs/sec? 
6. Were the rates measured from a log file, or from 

a (secret?) algorithm in the software? 
7. Did OBDLink ever replicate these tests, or repeat 

them on another phone of the same model? The 
few in common are sometimes very different 
from those posted elsewhere (insert below). 

8. Any idea why the Huawei P8 performed so well 
in your tests with MX+? It was a 2015 phone (Android 4→6, 1.5-2.0 GHz octa-core, 3 GB 
LPDDR3 1600 MHz 2 ch RAM, BT4.1); not so different in specs from the worst-performing 
2015 Samsung Tab S2 (T713: Android 6→7, Qualcomm 1.4-1.8 GHz octa-core, 3 GB 
LPDDR3 933 MHz 2 ch RAM, BT4.1).  

9. Did your analysis reveal any spec(s) predictive of performance? I tried to find some relationship 
between the STN scores and Geekbench scores without joy (attached, excluding devices where I 
found no benchmarks or too many variants to guess what you tested). Obviously most 
customers who find that their phone is rate-limiting will not be too happy with the advice: “Buy 
at least 10 current high-quality Android devices, install ODBLink on each, test them in your car, 
and use whichever gives highest data refresh results.” 

 

These questions were never answered. (I think now that BT33 and 24H represent different BT chips).  

http://forum.gps-laptimer.de/viewtopic.php?f=39&t=2009�
https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?topic=17131.9�
https://www.obdlink.com/mxp/vs-bluedriver/�
https://www.ampedrftech.com/datasheets/BT33_Datasheet.pdf�
https://www.ampedrftech.com/datasheets/BT24_Datasheet.pdf�
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The results also seem strange because my Tab S2 with stock-standard Samsung-supplied 
Android 7 (in a gen5 RAV4 with 11/500 CAN bus) gives a much higher PID refresh rate.  
 
The BT 3.0 standard specifies (or implies) a much higher data rate than the MX+ UART can 
deliver. But manufacturers evidently claim compliance based on use of a BT module which may 
comply in the lower BT stack, but be far below the specified rate as implemented in the 
marketed device. The rate may be lower still for the BT profile used in the data transfer process.  
 
The SPP profile (and the underlying RFCOMM and L2CAP protocols) allow serial port 
emulation so that the OBDLink app (or other OBD app) can receive data from MX+ in an 
RS232 format. The profiles seem to be even less stringently regulated than the core Bluetooth 
standard. For example, SPP specifies that data rates up to 128 kbps can be used, but support for 
higher rates is optional. Of course, allowing for SPP overheads, the payload (app level) data rate 
must be less than the BT module rate, which in MX+ is only 200 kbs. Up to 1900 kbps via SPP 
has been claimed between matched devices. But 8-10 kbps has been measured, depending on 
the phone and SPP module. Things like flow control, packet size, sending frequency, 
environmental interference and matching of SPP module brands and profile settings in the two 
devices can make a big difference to the data rate achieved between two devices. Large 
interactions of phone x BT transmission chip are evident in the table above, even for two 
Amp’ed chips. Also note general superiority of (BT5.2-compliant?) BT24H with 300 kbps 
throughput over (BT3.0-compliant?) BT33LT-G with 200 kbps throughput (from 8 MHz CPU). 
 
At 8-10 kbps via SPP, suddenly we are ‘sailing very close to the wind’: allowing for the full 
cycle of request, receipt, processing, transmission and acknowledgement; the user is likely to 
experience below 60 PIDs/sec. If different phones implement the SPP profile differently, and/or 
different apps use it with different efficiency, we can begin to understand why one or the other 
may become rate-limiting. Obviously there might be an interaction, depending how well the 
‘optional’ features of the profile are matched in the software and host device. Can we test 
directly how efficiently any particular app or phone uses or implements SPP (or how well they 
match MX+ SPP settings) and therefore predict the data rate to be expected in PIDs/sec? Not 
that I have understood. It would be very helpful to have this insight, to ‘match’ a host device to 
the OBD reader and its software, in order to achieve something close to the advertised data rate.  
 

As an aside, BLE has a lower 1-2 Mbps theoretical transmission rate (for data packets up to 20 Bytes, in 
bursts), and BLE apps generally use a variant of (slower) GATT. Protocol limitations typically result in  
payload data rates of 60-220 kbps depending on optimisation of the exchange strategy for the data type. 

Is There a Faster Solution? 
 

In the absence of the required information about BT SPP (or BLE GATT) implementations, 
those seeking high data rates might consider a USB-OTG OBD reader. For example, OBDLink 
SX or EX, or a cheaper version may support OEM PIDs through compatible software. The 
devices are advertised by OBDLink (and click-bait reviewers) at “max rate ~200 PIDs/second”; 
and claimed to deliver ~170 SAE PIDs/sec from real cars through OBD Fusion (≈ OBDLink 
app). OEM PIDs may be slower and there may still be limits in a CAN-OBD gateway module. 
Data transfer rates from 0.0003 - 3 Mbaud are claimed for FT232R or FT230X (RS232-USB) 
chips, depending on software and other hardware. Capacity of the USB ‘pipe’ (480 Mbps in 
USB2 Hi-Speed) is not limiting; even allowing for inefficiency of small data packages and 
overheads such as protocols, latency and flow control. USB devices avoid limitations of SPP 
and security of wireless ODB. But with some USB OBD readers, the RS232 stage is limited to 
51.7 kbps; and allowing for overheads, requests etc, this may give below 200 PIDs/sec . 
 
The STN1130 (modified PIC24HJ128GP502?) UART default is 115.2 kbps but it is claimed to 
provide 500 kbps or more for faster data refresh, if the OBD app can support it. I was unable to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Bluetooth_profiles�
https://www.bluetooth.org/docman/handlers/DownloadDoc.ashx?doc_id=260866&vId=290097&_ga=1.154459898.355274913.1428915628�
https://espressif-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/projects/espressif-esp-faq/en/latest/software-framework/ble-bt.html�
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/32091614/bluetooth-spp-throughput�
https://talk.newagtalk.com/forums/thread-view.asp?tid=598952�
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/6326759/android-bluetooth-spp-connection-to-seems-to-go-dead-after-a-couple-of-seconds�
https://github.com/LairdCP/UwTerminalX/wiki/Using-the-Speed-Test-feature�
https://embeddedcentric.com/lesson-2-ble-profiles-services-characteristics-device-roles-and-network-topology/�
https://www.thedroidsonroids.com/blog/bluetooth-classic-vs-bluetooth-low-energy-ble�
https://www.feasycom.net/info/what-s-spp-and-gatt-bluetooth-profiles-46579320.html�
https://embeddedcentric.com/lesson-2-ble-profiles-services-characteristics-device-roles-and-network-topology/�
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8614763�
https://www.engeniustech.com/technical-papers/bluetooth-low-energy.pdf�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qdeNx29fMk�
https://forscan.org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=6142�
https://www.3si.org/threads/datalogging-using-torque-pro-app-and-blackstealth%E2%80%99s-obd1-converter-%E2%80%93-discussion-q-a.811626/�
https://www.scantool.net/obdlink-sx/�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qdeNx29fMk�
https://ftdichip.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DS_FT232R.pdf�
https://ftdichip.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/DS_FT230X.pdf�
https://superuser.com/questions/1138488/serial-communication-over-usb-3-theoretical-speed�
https://www.everythingusb.com/speed.html�
https://attachments.priuschat.com/attachment-files/2017/04/122809_Communication_with_a_Toyota_Prius.pdf�
https://www.obdsol.com/downloads/stn1110_vs_elm327.pdf�
https://www.scantool.net/blog/switching-communication-baud-rate/�
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connect OBDwiz if the SX Baud rate was changed. OBDLink and Torque Pro apps have 
settings for Baud rate, but showed no effect on reported average PID refresh rate when ST Baud 
was changed (to 500k or 2000k) using STNterm. PID rate is apparently limited by other device / 
app factors (eg how fast data is generated / computed / moved to and from buffers). Logs and 
the ‘benchmark’ graphic showed opposite effects in Torque Pro: I do not understand the graphic.  
 
The SX reader draws less power from the car than Bluetooth units in active (8 mA) or sleep 
(0.16 mA) mode. SX is said to draw 3 mA from the sleeping host device, but in my experience 
it draws ~80 mA. Android USB power out generally cannot be turned off without rooting (if at 
all). Host device batteries have much less capacity than car batteries, and would typically be flat 
very quickly from 80 mA of phantom drain. Some USB peripherals (eg mice, but not the SX 
reader) power off when the host device sleeps. Some host device manufacturers use "cold 
standby" with VBUS turned off, or an OTG time-out. The Tab S2 has kernel settings in muic.h 
(see below). The SX reader requires both USB and OBD power to function, so unless a USB 
power solution is found for a particular host device, those who use a device that remains in the 
car may find that manual intervention (to unplug and replug the SX USB cable) is essential. 
Those who unplug the host device (eg their phone) after each drive will be less concerned. 
 
From the ‘community’ forum, the SX has various problems for many users. It has undergone 
many revisions. In my hands, the OBDLink (or Fusion) app was slow, and after 5.31.0 would 
not install on a Tab S2. OEM add-ons purchased with an MX+ are limited to that reader, and 
must be purchased again for SX (at the current higher price). Even if you do not re-purchase, the 
OBDLink app wastes your time loading vehicle data and shows the OEM PIDs under Vehicle 
Editor, but they will not work in Dashboards etc. In contrast, those purchased through OBD 
Fusion are simply licensed to one app (play) store account.  
 
Reported refresh rate is higher in Torque Pro, but alas few of the included Prius PIDs work with 
a RAV4 hybrid, the Toyota plug-in adds nothing, and shortest logging interval is 0.1 sec.  
 
A cable is not as neat as Bluetooth connection, and it may hit your knee unless you use a right-
angle adaptor. But you can probably conceal the cable easily, and connection should be very 
stable. A Windows laptop needs drivers from FTDI. In my experience OBDwiz is slow, 6-22 
PIDs/sec with SX. Android host devices require data exchange with an OBD reader via OTG 
(most made since 2015 can do this). To supply power to an Android host device while driving 
and have the OBD reader sleep when not driving requires at least an OTG charge / data splitter 
(accessory charging adaptor). Whether it works (and the resistance required between ID/4 and 
Gnd/5 pins) varies between host devices. Neither of two adaptors that I tested was effective 
(unless modified as described below) for my Tab S2, S41 or M8. USB C host devices should 
handle pass-through power more reliably, though the hubs are expensive. With SX rev K / 4.2: 
 
PID refresh rates from stock-standard Toyota RAV4 (AXAH54) and Samsung Tab S2 (SM-T713): 
 Default 500 kbps (to 2 Mbps in OBDLink) STPTO 8 (15) 
OBDLink reported (SAE) 22 PIDs/sec 22 PIDs/sec 55 (39) PIDs/sec
Torque Pro reported (SAE) 70-80* PIDs/sec No benefit, except benchmark No benefit 
Logging* (10 TP braking PIDs) ≤ 100 PIDs/sec ≤ 20 PIDs/sec nt 
*  ̶  fuel calculation 
 

PID refresh rates from stock-standard Toyota RAV4 (AXAH54) and CAT S41 (+/- Aeroplane mode): 
 Default Benchmark (500 kbps) STPTO 8 (15) 
OBDLink reported (SAE) 22 PIDs/sec na 55 (35) PIDs/sec 
Torque Pro reported (SAE) 80 PIDs /sec ~ 160 (≤ 250) PIDs/sec No benefit 
 
HLT Buddy reported 60 Hz raw / 16 Hz Gross with SX. So, even with OBD-USB devices:  

https://www.scantool.net/scantool/downloads/archive/utilities/�
https://arduino.stackexchange.com/questions/296/how-high-of-a-baud-rate-can-i-go-without-errors�
https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?topic=16869.msg60700#msg60700�
https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?topic=16869.msg60700#msg60700�
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26964620/how-to-disable-android-device-usb-port/26968293#26968293�
https://forum.xda-developers.com/t/power-supply-prevents-deep-sleep-and-causes-high-idle-battery-drain.4290955/�
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/66863040/disable-usb-port-power-charging-functionality-while-keeping-its-data-transfer-ab?rq=1�
https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/313955/does-usb-host-always-supply-power-on-vbus�
https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/313955/does-usb-host-always-supply-power-on-vbus�
https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?board=53.0�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USB_On-The-Go�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USB_hardware#Accessory_charging_adaptors_(ACA)�
https://forum.xda-developers.com/t/usb-otg-charge.3588019/�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8afFKyIbky0�
https://www.cnet.com/tech/computing/best-usb-c-hub-docking-station/�
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1. The software is rate-limiting, with OBDLink (OCTech) software far slower than Torque Pro or 
HLT. It is not clear that the 2019 Rav4H (11/500 CAN) limits OBD data rates. 

2. There is variation in functionality between host devices, and some of this variation appears to 
depend on features that you can not test, or determine from device specs. 

3. Data refresh rates are generally far below those advertised, but USB is faster than BT. 

Torque Pro ‘Benchmark’ Graphics (and reported average PIDs/sec): 
Tab S2, SX at 500 kbps (avg 70-80): 

CAT S41, SX at 500 kbps (avg 80):    CAT S41, MX+ (avg 22): 
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Tab S2 USB Power Solution  

 

Using OBDLink (Fusion) and Automate apps, and starting with a “Micro USB to OTG Charging 
Cable” that included a junction box, I was able to modify the ID connection as shown above to 
achieve: (i) OTG input from the SX OBD reader while driving; (ii) charging of the host device 
(Samsung Tab S2) while driving; (iii) negligible phantom power from the host device to the 
reader when not driving; (iv) automatic start of the host device and connection of the reader 
when ignition is turned on; (v) automatic sleep of both host device and reader when ignition is 
turned off. When the 121 kΩ ID resistance triggers ADC_UNIVERSAL_MMDOCK mode, the Tab S2 
charges from the micro-USB port and simultaneously provides OTG data, but it does not send 
power from the tablet to the SX reader when external power is cut. This did not work with the 
Lenovo M8. Altered ID resistance and an ideal diode for power-in might work (not tested).  
 

Powering of plugged-in SX can be set in Android and OBDLink (Fusion) to automatically 
foreground the app and connect to OBD. Therefore the minimal Automate ‘flow’ for operation 
without manual intervention is: Power On > Pause 11 seconds awake (while OBD connects) > 
Simulate Touch ‘Dashboard’; Power Off  > Android Back (to OBDLink home screen) > Pause 
2 seconds (for visual check of disconnection if desired) > Android Home (to sleep). Ignore any 
‘communication error’ message in OBDLink as this is resolved when the SX is re-powered. For 
unknown reasons, it may be necessary to go through OBD app communication settings afresh 
after each physical disconnection; but after that communication seems rock-solid. 

Information from solidxsnake13224 at: 
https://forum.xda-developers.com/t/usb-otg-charge.3588019/

https://www.ebay.com.au/itm/254201508727�
https://www.ebay.com.au/itm/254201508727�
https://forum.xda-developers.com/t/usb-otg-charge.3588019/�
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Android 10?: Same Effect 
 
I have not found a solution capable of reading Toyota OEM PIDs (sensor outputs) at fast refresh 
rates (> 60 PIDs/sec) on an 8” tablet that fits a RAV4 console. This is exacerbated by failure of 
OBDLink and OBD Fusion v5.32 to install under Android v7 in the Samsung Tab S2, and the 
current preference of tablet manufacturers for larger sizes.  
 

Therefore I tested a Lenovo M8 HD (a low-priced tablet generally rated higher than the 
similarly-priced Amazon Fire HD8, but below the Samsung Tab S2 in Geekbench5 multi-core 
scores: 543 vs 860). Lenovo M8 HD wi-fi tablet: (‘2nd gen’ TB-8505F / ZA5G0036AU, 2019, 
Android 9-10, Media Tek 2.0 GHz quad-core, 2 GB LPDDR3 933MHz 1 ch RAM, 32 GB 
eMMC, BT5). There was no 1st gen (maybe the tab E8), but there are later versions. The 
cheaper Lenovo M8 (with Android 10) generally performed slightly below the flagship 
Samsung Tab S2 (with Android 7) in OBD tests with MX+; but with SX, M8 gave higher rates 
for HLT and possibly for OBDLink STPTO (see caution above).  
 
App-reported avg PIDs/sec: 
OBDLink 
MX+:   12 
STPTO8:   21 
STPTO15:  19 
 

SX:   21 
500 baud:  21 
2000 baud:  22 
STPTO8:  57 
STPTO15:  41 
 
Torque Pro 
̶  fuel calculation 
MX+:   22 
 

SX:   81 
SX benchmark:          205  
 
HLT Buddy 
MX+:   47/13 
 

SX:   74/20 
 
Once again, the software is rate- 
limiting, and USB is faster.  
There is some software x device  
interaction. Rates with SX are  
marginal to log multiple OEM  
PIDs (only available in the  
OBDLink = OBD Fusion app)  
at sub-second intervals. 
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OBD Fusion 
 
If OCTech ever fixes the fault that blocks installation of OBD Fusion (and OBDLink) v 5.32 in 
a Samsung Tab S2 (Android 7), I will complete the table below for PIDs/sec from a 2019 RAV4: 
Initialisation Default STPTO15 
 OBD Reader SX MX+ Panlong SX MX+ Panlong 
 Reported v 5.4 (SAE) 22 13 12 38 22 (17-25) 18 (15-22)
 Logged v 5.3? 
 (OEM braking)* 

      

*  ̶  fuel calculation (Yes, Panlong recognizes the STPTO command!) See caution above 
 

The Lenovo M8 (Android 10) was within 2 PIDs/sec of these results (not worth finding a USB 
power solution). From experience above, I anticipate that the refresh rate for high-priority OEM 
PIDs will be about half the rate reported in app information (from SAE fuel PIDs?) ie ~20 OEM 
PIDs/sec: that is with a USB-linked OBD reader, and using the shortest time-outs that I dare, 
and still only 10% of the advertised “maximum rate”. 
 
Why use RS232 or UART at all? 
 
In the modern era, there seems to be no good reason to use the (slow, old) RS232 / UART 
communication protocol at all in OBD systems. The conversions used at present (for wide 
compatibility, and familiarity of coding?) are something like: 
CAN ↔ OBD Port ↔ RS232 (SPP) ↔ USB or Wireless (Bluetooth) ↔ RS232 (SPP) ↔ OBD software. 
 
RS232 made sense in the long-past days of serial modems, but not today when faster methods 
(CAN, USB, wireless or ethernet) are used for data transmission. Interposing RS232 just adds 
conversions into the stream, with all the speed losses associated with buffering, overheads, and 
format conversion. It is time that manufacturers of OBD interface devices and OBD software 
dispensed with these unnecessary conversions for faster readout of the vastly increased number 
of sensors that report through the OBD port in modern cars. It would be faster, simpler and 
cheaper. Perhaps it will take a new entrant to the OBD space to realize the opportunity in such 
an inevitable evolution, provided the safety issue mentioned in the introduction can be ensured. 
 
Why use Requests for Shared Sensor Data? 
 
If a sensor reading traverses multiple ECU and gateway modules before reaching OBD software, 
there may be a lag in display of that reading, irrespective of the update rate for that sensor’s data. 
 
Assuming that the gateway transmits all data on the relevant bus network to the OBD port, and 
given that (Toyota) CAN data is shared between ECUs across the bus based on timed or event-
driven injection of data into the bus (without requests), why use requests at all for shared sensor 
data? It should be enough to listen on the bus, using appropriate filters for the required data. It is 
probably necessary to establish the primary transmitting ECU and PID for each required item 
(rather than using PIDs rebadged for internal use in any receiving ECU), but in many cases this 
is obvious. The approach should result in the fastest possible data refresh rate and minimum lag 
for shared sensor readings, with no increase in bus traffic from the OBD reader. 
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Some OBD Readers 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roles of some chips on the board: 
 

• LM317 is an adjustable voltage regulator. 
• MCP2551 is an ISO-11898 compliant CAN signal transceiver. It converts the signals 

generated by a CAN controller (via the STN chip) to signals suitable for transmission over a 
physical CAN bus; and converts the data stream from the CAN bus to levels that the STN 
chip can use. 

• (ST / LM)339 is a quad differential comparator, used to convert K Line, L Line and J1850 
line signals into a digital format suitable for the STN chip.  

• STNxxxx is an OBD to UART 
(~RS232) interpreter, modified from 
a PIC chip. It provides bi-directional 
half-duplex communication with the 
car OBD port.  

• FTDI chips convert UART to USB 
(and vice-versa), requiring a driver 
in the connected host device. 

The OBD software in a host computer 
provides processor and CAN controller 
functions: sending and reading messages 
and displaying human-readable results. 

OBDLink SX (early Rev J variant) Pictures from Google Images 

Example of a gateway ECU between OBD 
port (DLC3) and car CAN bus (RAV4HV 
AVA44). Other ECUs on CAN and LIN buses 
connect at places marked ~. The OBD 
reader adds a node, typically identified as F1 
in 29-bit message ID (used for priority). 

https://www.mikroe.com/obdii-click�
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OBDLink MX+ Bluetooth Board 

OBDLink MX+ Motherboard 
Side Views 


